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Angels Above Publishing – Book Details 
Angel Pals 
Author: Shannon Clark & Illustrator: Laura Watson 

About: Angel Pals is a hardcover book  allowing children to  experience God’s love through the eyes 
of His guardian angels. The story explains the arrival of these new friends, on a special mission to 
spread love by sharing positive messages with children everywhere. Angel Pals reinforces good values 
such as kindness and generosity, and highlights how children can take action to let their light shine 
around the world. Whether it is for a toddler or older child, this story is meant to spread inspiration, joy 
and love to every child. With so many negative messages in society, Angel Pals provides families with a 
playful way to reassure and encourage children. 

Unique Features: Angel Pals is meant to engage children in positive play through actions 
encouraged in the book and additional accessories offered with the brand.  

- The Angel Pals book set comes packaged with an 8” plush angel meant to serve as a reminder of 
God’s presence and love for all children and keepsake certificate.

- The angel comes with two interchangeable wing sets that represent the message being shared.

- Post Pals – is a mailbox accessory to Angel Pals, in which mail can be delivered to keep children 
encouraged. This can include a simple note, gift or even a fun challenge to implement a good 
value into the day. There are no set rules, just make someone smile. Everyone is welcome to play 
including parents, caregivers, family and friends. Throughout the book series, the Angel Pals will 
deliver messages to share in the Post Pals mailbox. Post Pals was created as a new way to “Keep 
Your Family Connected.” The post that matters most is the one that brightens a child’s day. 
This meaningful interaction will leave an impression on a child’s heart forever. 

Teaching children about social diversity is critical in today’s society.  According to an article by NPR, 
people of color accounted for only 22% of children’s book characters in 2016. I wanted to make sure this 
wasn’t the case with the Angel Pals book series, and made a conscious decision to have very diverse 
illustrations. Children of all racial and ethnic backgrounds should know that God sees them, loves them 
and connects with them.   
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Blessed Baby 
Author: Shannon Clark & Illustrator: Laura Watson 

About: Blessed Baby is a perfect gift set to welcome a new baby into the world. The book set
includes a board book that shares the playful story about the arrival of this new friend and an 
Angel Pal. These Angel Pals are on the exciting mission to show each baby how much he or she 
is loved. And each baby will have a Guardian Angel Pal to watch over and protect them in life. 

Unique Features: Every Angel Pal is made from 100% cotton, safe for babies and children of all
ages. They are handcrafted with care and made with fun, patterned wings. Angel Pals come 
with a certificate that allows for the choosing of a name and arrival date for the special 
companion, a keepsake that can be cherished forever. 

- The book set comes packaged with an 8” plush angel.
- The angel comes with two interchangeable wing sets to highlight the message to be

shared with the child.
- Each book set also includes a keepsake certificate.
- Blessing Box - Coming Soon!

Teaching children about social diversity is critical in today’s society.  According to an article by NPR, 
people of color accounted for only 22% of children’s book characters in 2016. I wanted to make sure 
this wasn’t the case with the Angel Pals book series, and made a conscious decision to have very diverse 
illustrations. Children of all racial and ethnic backgrounds should know that God sees them, loves them 
and connects with them.   
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